Influence of blood supply on fracture healing of vertebral bodies.
The relevance of blood supply for bone fracture healing has been discussed throughout the literature, using scaphoids as the most referred to. But, there is virtually nothing known about the relevance of blood supply for the vertebral fracture healing and even the guidelines of AO do not deal with this issue. A prospective cohort study of 107 patients was run from January 2016 to December 2016, with 54 male and 53 female patients, who were treated for traumatic vertebral fractures of thoracolumbar spine using posterior stabilization only. The average age was 67 years and the follow-up 12.3 weeks. The total number of vertebrae was 129. We analyzed the fracture morphology and measured the vertebral bodies in all three dimensions, with five reference planes. The progress of vertebral deformity in time measured before and after the surgery was correlated with the potential damage of the main vascular canal in the rear of each vertebral body. The bone pattern and morphology were analyzed in detail as well. Pathological fractures were not taken into our consideration. The overall deformity progression of vertebral bodies in the fractures with morphologically damaged blood supply was in all measured dimensions significantly higher than in the fractures with supposedly maintained perfusion. The osteoporosis played its role as well, but only with medium effect size compared with strong effect size of the vessel canal damage (Cohen). The combination of the both factors (damage to the vessel canal together with osteoporosis) showed also a strong correlation with a relevant deformity progression (Evans), but not much different from the vessel canal damage alone. With regard to the relevant changes of the vertebral body dimensions/volume, we found relevant changes in 52% of all fractures (SD 0.5017) generally, for the subgroup with the canal damage in 84% (SD 0.3691), with strong correlation (Evans, 0.7721). In the group of fractures with maintained perfusion, we found such changes in only in 5% of fractures (SD 0.2333). For decision making, we should take mechanical fracture analysis and dynamic processes within traumatized tissue a part of whose is the blood supply and oxygenation into surgical consideration. We recommend anterior rather than posterior stabilization for the cases with damaged vessel canal, and the vertebroplasty could pose an alternative in the elderly.